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Editorial
Happy new year and 2018 is a big year for the club. With the original
Reading Orienteering Club being established at a meeting held in Reading
on the 8th February 1968, this February will mark the club’s 50th
anniversary. I am planning to mark the event with a special issue of the
Newsletter which I hope will be ready for the AGM later in February. We are
also staging the 40th Concorde Chase later this month and, to discover
more about this, I have been browsing the club’s archives. They contain a
lot of interesting detail. For example, can anyone remember who was
BKO’s Newsletter Editor from 1983-85? Apparently it was me - something
that I had completely forgotten. Thank goodness for archives!
Cover Picture: Perhaps
the fire control tower is
not the most beautiful
feature on Snelsmore
Common but it is
certainly distinctive and
provides a useful
prominent feature. Here
it can be seen in use as
Control 10 on the
Orange course at our
event on the 9th
December - it was also
Control 8 on the Yellow
course. Passing the
control in the photo is
Rich Golding who was
actually on the Short
Blue course.

David Jukes

Club Notes

Keeping you informed about the club and its members
2 December 2017 - Southern Night Championships 2017
This event was staged by TVOC at Penn Wood, near High Wycombe.
Night events however attract a rather specialist group of orienteers so
numbers attending tend to be limited to the enthusiasts.
Nevertheless, the competition can be fierce and mistakes can be
costly. After the dropping of leaves in the Autumn, small paths which
might be apparent at other times of the year tend to disappear.
Finding them at night can be very difficult so steady navigation is
needed. And Penn Wood is mostly deciduous woodland with a lot of
small paths!
For BKO, the results show that Peter Bennett kept his cool and won
the M75 class making him our sole Southern Night Champion for
2017 - congratulations to him! Just missing out from being

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The AGM of Berkshire Orienteers will take place on
Friday 24th February at 7.00pm
at Sand Martins Golf Club, Finchampstead Road
Wokingham RG40 3RQ
All club members are invited to attend this important annual event.

New Venue !

Agenda:
•
•
•
•
•

Chairman’s Report
Treasurer’s Report / Membership Fees
Election of Club Officials
Awards
AOB

ANNUAL CLUB DINNER
The AGM will be followed by the Annual Club Dinner which will be a celebration of 50 years of
orienteering with ROC/BKO. This will commence at approximately 8.15. Menu options and
cost will be circulated by e-mail shortly and will be published on the web site.
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‘champions’ were Denise Harper (2nd in M65) and
Martin Wilson (3rd in M70).
The British Night Championships 2018 are being
held in February in South Wales. Saturday night
sees the Night Championships taking place on the
sand dunes of Merthyr Mawr. In addition, this event
contributes to the UK Orienteering League (UKOL)
for 2018. The following day there is another UKOL
event just along the coast at Pembrey Forest
Country Park - another sand dune area but this time
it is forested and covered with pine trees.
UK Orienteering League 2017

Note from Alan Jones (Thames Valley OC):

You are probably aware that TVOC held the
Southern Night Championships last Saturday,
followed by a level C event the following
morning. We were really struggling to get
sufficient helpers for the event. As organiser,
I was staring to panic! However several BKO
members rode to the rescue. I am therefore
writing to record my appreciation of their
support. Perhaps you could tell the rest of
your club about my grateful thanks to them,
through one of your member communications
or whatever.

Club members will have read in the last Newsletter that the club was
ranked as 64th out of 81 in CompassSport’s Club Ranking. However
there is better news! The national 2017 UK Orienteering League uses
results from a designated list of top events throughout the year. For
2017 there were 20 events with a competitor’s best 10 scores counting.
All competitors in these events get ‘League’ points and a club’s total is
based on the sum of the top 15 club members. The last event of the
2017 League was the November Classic and so final results are now
available. And BKO achieved 25th place out of the 121 clubs listed. A good result and
significantly better than last year’s position of 42nd.
Our top three competitors were Martin Wilson (M70), Mark Saunders (M35) and Ian Cooper
(M70). Martin’s individual results placed him in 15th position nationally – a great personal
achievement.
BKO’s UKOL 15 Scorers:
Martin Wilson (M70), Stefan Stasiuk (M65), Mark Saunders (M35), Richard Rae (M70), Pavel
Prochazka (M21), Simon Moore (M55), Alexander Moore (M21), Lisa Methven (W45), John
Methven (M45), Derick Mercer (M50), David Jukes (M65), Denise Harper (W65), Dimitar
Gospodinov (M21), Ian Cooper (M70), Fiona Clough (W55)
[Note: Listed in reverse alphabetical order - as, curiously, displayed on the BOF website.]

It is interesting to note that for 2018 the number of events has increased to 24 with the best 12 to
count. What is clear is that if a competitor fails to attend 12 events then, even if they are doing
well, they are likely to finish below a competitor of good/middle ability who attends more than 12
events. It is always a problem with a league which is aiming to increase participation. Setting the
number of events high might not increase participation as only those wiling to do a lot of travelling
will realistically have the chance of winning; setting it too low will give a lot more high scores but
will fail to raise the participation levels as competitors target only their more local events. Similar
issues have arisen with the urban leagues and the regional league (the ‘SCOL’).
Urban Leagues 2017 - ‘Final’ Results
As it is now 2018, members might be expecting to see the final positions for the 2017 National
and Southern England Urban Leagues (the NUL and the SEOUL). However the final event for
the NUL was due to take place on the 10th December, the day after our own Snelsmore Saturday
event. Members may recall that the cold weather of the Saturday was followed by overnight snow
which was particularly severe in the midlands where the final event had been due to be held. In
fact with severe weather warnings being issued during Saturday the event was postponed to
allow a new date to be arranged. Fairly recently it has been announced that the new date will be
16th June and, rather surprisingly, it will remain the final event in the 2017 NUL. So we will report
on the final 2017 outcome in the July 2018 Newsletter. As reported in the last issue, both David
Jukes and Peter Bennett remain in contention for podium places.
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In the SEOUL, the schedule was also disrupted with the
final event (initially planned by GO for Staines and then
changed to Guildford) being cancelled with just a few weeks
to go. This meant that the final event for 2017 was staged
by SO in Brighton on the 16th December. Only two
members attended this event but unfortunately, once the
results had been included in the league scores, three BKO
members had slipped a place. For Toni Whittle, the
competition’s tie-break rules pushed her down from 4th to
5th in WV; Fiona Clough dropped a place a a result of a
good result to a local SO member; and Denise Harper was
also pushed down on the basis of a tie-break when rival
Mary Nixon won the Brighton race and took 2nd place
overall. As indicated in the table (and as reported in the
November Newsletter), both David Jukes (MUV) and Peter
Bennett (MHV) won their classes.

2017 SEOUL - Final BKO Placings
Class

MV (40+)

Place

Name

5

Derick Mercer

10

Eddie Whittle

15

Ian Hylton

WV (40+)

5

Toni Whittle

WSV (55+)

4

Fiona Clough

MUV (65+)

1

David Jukes

13

Richard Rae

3

Denise Harper

6

Sally Collins

7

Gill Bennett

WUV (65+)

Junior News
MHV (75+)
1
Peter Bennett
Congratulations (again) to St Andrews School who were
clear winners overall in the Middle/Preparatory class at the British Schools Orienteering
Championships held on the 19th November in the Forest of Dean. The best individual result was
from Luca Zurek who was third in Year 7 Boys.
Committee News
The Committee met in late November. The following are two of the matters discussed:

Club development matters: At the start of the meeting, the Committee was pleased to welcome
Phil Conway, a new England Development Officer for British Orienteering. He gave a briefing
on Club development issues which led to an extended discussion which covered;
 Targets and future outlook.
 Membership demographics showing two distinct peaks of age group membership with the
concern that the older age peak will just move along and fade away.
 Focus on development & membership participation.
 Club support.
 Club-led development.
An action taken from the meeting is for Phil and the Club to build a BKO Juniors section.
• Electronic timing systems (the saga continues…): As most members will recall, the Committee
has been considering what to do as the batteries run down on our Emit equipment. This had
caused particular problems at the recent Bucklebury Common event. The Committee has
debated updated or different systems for a number of meetings, Discussions with the UK
suppliers of Emit and with other clubs in the South Central region (who also have similar
issues), has now revealed that the batteries in the control units can be replaced if they are
returned to a specialist in Sweden. Although this would be expensive, the cost would be
considerably cheaper than a complete replacement system. It would also be in line with the
other clubs’ decisions. It was agreed to do this and would be scheduled in the new year. We
can borrow replacements from Emit whilst awaiting the return of our own kit.
•

Control Descriptions Update:
Those with long memories will recall that in the July 2017 Newsletter there was a piece on possible
changes to the internationally adopted pictorial control descriptions. In particular reference was made to
some late discussions about changing the symbols for knolls and boulders. You may be relieved to hear
that this proposal was not adopted in the new document issued for use from this January onwards. A
small knoll will remain a black dot and
a boulder will remain a black triangle.
There are also new symbols for ‘trench’
and ‘out of bounds area’
For the full set, see:
http://orienteering.org/wp-content/
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Club Championships 2017
This year’s Championships were staged in association with the Southern Navigators’
event at Ash Ranges on the 17th December. The classes were the same as those
adopted for the Championship in 2016 with those seeking to compete in the
individual Championships asked to run on a designated course. For adult men this was the Blue
course, for adult women it was the Green course and for juniors it was the Orange course. In
addition a Handicap Championship was included. This was inclusive in that all senior members
who attended the event were eligible regardless of the course selected. The result was based
on the ranking score obtained at the event compared to a competitor’s average national score
(or their top score if they had less than 6 events with ranking scores). A minimum of three
scores were required for a member to be assessed for the Handicap Championship.
And so to the results. The following were declared the winners and Champions for 2017:
•
Women’s Champion:
Fiona Clough
•
Men’s Champion:
Simon Moore
•
Junior Champion (Boys) Tom Inness
•
Junior Champion (Girls) No competitors
•
Handicap Champion
Colin Godbold
Congratulations to them all.
For both the Men and Women’s categories, this year’s winners were placed 2nd last year and
the 2016 winners (David Jukes and Annika Greenwood) both came second this year. Colin
Godbold was the clear Handicap Champion as a really good run on the day gave him ranking
points which were his best in the last 12 months giving him a handicap score of 102.7%, the only
member on the day over the 100%. There was though a tight following pack with the next 10
members having scores from 99.2% down to 96.4%.
It was perhaps disappointing that our younger men chose to run the longer courses rather than
drop down to the Blue for the sake of competing in the Championship. It would be interesting to
have their views as to whether the Championship should be modified to be more inclusive.
However perhaps the Club Championship results should be considered alongside the national
ranking scores shown on page 8.
The awards will be presented at the AGM in February.

Membership Memo: Ian Hudson - Membership
Secretary

The New Year is here and membership fees are now
overdue. Most of our 2017 members have renewed but for
the 29% who haven’t, and you know who you are, here is
where you can renew:
https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/renew_membership

After that nag, here is some good news. Since the last
newsletter we have had new members, so a very warm
welcome to:
Mark Conway in Newbury.
Penny, Oliver, Sasha & Luke Marriage also in
Newbury.
• Tony Lack in Wokingham.
• Ben, Ivy & Elliot junior members of the Perrin family in
Reading.
•
•

Welcome back to:
•

James a junior member of the Palmer family also in
Reading.

Best wishes for, and good orienteering in, 2018.
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Newsletter Distribution:
Our thanks to those who have
indicated that they will be happy
to only have the newsletter as a
pdf file sent by e-mail as this does
save the club money. If you are
willing to only receive the
newsletter by e-mail as a pdf file,
please let me know and I will add
your name to the list.
newsletter@bko.org.uk

Berkshire Orienteers is
on Facebook !

Event Summary
This listing shows a selection of forthcoming events — most of the local events and some of the more
important ones from further afield. For a full listing, look at the British Orienteering web site.

Your Club Needs You…. : Please note the Compass Sport Cup heat on the 11
March. This is when we need all our best (and not best) members to join us for this
inter-club competition. Please watch out for e-mails from our Club Captain, Martin
Wilson, for more details. Please keep the date free!
Date

Name

Level

Club

Venue

Town

Sat 20 Jan

TVOC Urban (SEOUL)

Regional

TVOC

RAF Halton

Wendover

Sat 20 Jan

BOK Regional Event

Regional

BOK

Yoxter Ranges

Wells

Sun 21 Jan

NWO Galoppen

Regional

NWO

West Woods

Marlborough

Sun 21 Jan

OK Nuts Trophy

Regional

SLOW

Richmond Park

Richmond

Sat 27 Jan

SN - Saturday Series

Local

SN

Eagle House School Crowthorne

Sun 28 Jan

BKO Concorde Chase
and SCOA Champs

National

BKO

Star Posts

Bracknell

Sat 03 Feb

SE Middle Distance
Champs

Regional

GO

Chapel Common

Rake

Sat 03 Feb

Triple Gloucester Weekend Regional
- Middle Distance

NGOC

Mallards Pike

Coleford,
Forest of Dean

Sat 03 Feb

Triple Gloucester Weekend Regional
- Night Sprint

NGOC

Chepstow

Chepstow

Sun 04 Feb

Triple Gloucester Weekend Regional
- Long Distance Galoppen

NGOC

Mallards Pike

Coleford,
Forest of Dean

Sun 11 Feb

Wessex Galoppen

Regional

WSX

New Forest:
Holmsley Walk

Christchurch

Sat 17 Feb

BKO Winter Saturday
Series

Local

BKO

Swinley West

Bracknell

Sat 17 Feb

NWO Four Colour Event

Local

NWO

Copse Wood

Marlborough

Sun 18 Feb

SLOW Regional

Regional

SLOW

Holmwood Common tbc

Sat 24 Feb

British Night
Championships (UKOL)

Major

SWOC

Merthyr Mawr
Warren and Woods

Bridgend

Sun 25 Feb

HH SE League event

National

HH

Burnham Beeches

Slough

Sat 03 Mar

BKO Winter Saturday
Series

Local

BKO

Burghfield

Mortimer

Sun 04 Mar

Sarum Saunter

National

SARUM

Great Ridge

Salisbury

Sun 04 Mar

CHIG Regional

Regional

CHIG

Epping South

Wanstead

DFOK

Balcombe

Crawley

LEI

Belvoir Castle and
Estate

Grantham

Sun 11 Mar
Sun 18 Mar

Compass Sport Cup National
Heat [see above]
Midlands Championships
(UKOL)

Major

Fri 30 Mar

Sprint (UKOL)

Major

MOD Stafford

Stafford

Sat 31 Mar

Individual 1
(UKOL)

Major

Brereton Spurs

Rugeley

Sun 01 Apr

Individual 2 (UKOL) Major

Beaudesert

Stafford

Mon 02 Apr

Relays

Beaudesert

Stafford

Major
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National Ranking List - BKO Positions
With the new year comes our annual look at the national ranking list and the positions of BKO members.
The tables below show our top 15 male and female members taken from the national listing on the 1st
January 2018. As a reminder, ranking points are obtained at events classified at Levels A-C when there
are enough competitors on a course to make the statistics valid. Also note that the system does not rank
juniors under 17 and that the total score is the sum of a competitor’s best 6 scores over the previous 12
months. Perhaps more importantly it should be noted that, during the summer, the algorithm for
calculating event ranking points changed meaning direct comparison of points with last year is not
possible. The new system led to some significant changes - for example, Martin Wilson noticed that his
national position dropped by 325 places after the change had been implemented.
Congratulations to Pavel Prochazka and Fiona Clough as our top ranked male and female members.
Pavel did not appear in last year’s listing but Fiona has retained the position that she held last year.
Overall in the male listing, it is good to see that the top 5 spots are now taken by some of our younger (or
less old) members. The impact of this is that several of our top older members have been pushed down
the table despite holding high positions in their own age classes. In particular this includes Ian Cooper
(top in the M75 class) and Martin Wilson (3rd in the M70 class). Unfortunately for Darrell Cruickshank
his position as top M90 competitor has now been lost as this year a new M90 has arrived pushing Darrell
down to second position (or should that be bottom - there are only 2 in the class!).
Overall there is less change in the female listing although Nicki Godbold, who held last year’s third
position, has dropped to 15th place. She has however only got points at 5 events. Rounding her score up
to 6 events would give her a score of 6150 and place her in 4th position - so no real change there. It is
however good to see both Christine Artus and Antje Inness make the listing this year. Christine last
made the top 15 in January 2015 when she was in 14th place.
It is worth noting that Kezia Jukes, who competes as a British Army member (BAOC), is a BKO local
member. She has had a good year despite time overseas and has achieved a total ranking score of 7161
points. We are all hoping that she will be available for the CompassSport Cup heat in March.
Finally, for my ‘one to watch’ prediction for 2018. Although Georgi has made it into the top 15 for the first
time, I think the one to watch is his son, Dimitar Gospodinov. He is not listed here as he is in 20th
position but, as a relative newcomer, he is making good progress and I think his scores will steadily
improve.

Total
Points

Pavel Prochazka

1990

7927

1

1841

Fiona Clough

1962

6395

2

248

Alexander Moore

1992

7648

2

1926

Lisa Methven

1969

6344

3

252

Mark Saunders

1978

7639

3

1963

Annika Greenwood

1971

6321

4

634

John Methven

1970

7254

4

2158

Lynne Moore

1964

6166

5

658

James Wilkinson

1991

7237

5

2220

Toni Whittle

1970

6108

6

690

Simon Moore

1960

7216

6

2554

Jane Courtier

1954

5768

7

771

Martin Wilson

1947

7142

7

2577

Denise Harper

1950

5742

8

875

John Briggs

1958

7057

8

2687

Christine Artus

1953

5602

9

926

David Jukes

1952

7021

9

2726

Antje Inness

1968

5542

10

933

Simon Turton

1965

7019

10

2804

Sue Parker

1960

5416

11

949

Ian Cooper

1943

7010

11

2841

Katy Stubbs

1956

5363

12

995

Derick Mercer

1964

6978

12

2930

Sally Collins

1951

5242

13

1022

Georgi Gospodinov

1965

6957

13

2974

Gill Godbold

1954

5163

14

1082

Eddie Whittle

1969

6916

14

2997

Jacqui Briggs

1961

5133

15

1142

Andrew Graham

1955

6879

15

3002

Nicki Godbold

1990

5126
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Name

Year of
Birth

National
Position

Total
Points

105

Name

Year of
Birth

National
Position
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Top Events:

Winter - Spring - Summer 2018

Here is a personal selection by your Editor of some of the highlights to look forward to in the coming months.
Note that the British Sprints and Middle Championships are in September.

19th / 20th May:

British Long
Distance
Championships /
British Relay Championships:
Balmoral / Torphantrick, Ballater

29th July - 3rd August:

Lakes 5
5 days of orienteering in
the Lake District. Also an evening urban
event in Ulverston (1st August)

18th March:
Midland Championship
Belvoir Castle

30th March - 2nd April:

JK Festival:

17th March:
Middle Distance (UKOL)
Irchester CP

• Sprint: MOD Stafford
• Middle: Bereton
• Long/Relay: Beaudesert

24th - 25th
February
British
Night
Champs / Welsh League
(UKOL)
Merthyr Mawr / Pembrey

26th - 28th May
Tamar Triple Weekend
• Urban - Exeter
University (SEOUL /
UKOL)
• Long - Braunton
Burrows (UKOL)
• Middle - Braunton
Burrows (UKOL)

24th April:
TVOC Chiltern Challenge
Great Hampden

17th June
BKO - SEOUL
Great Hollands

26th February:
HH Event
Burnham Beeches

11th March:
CompassSport
Cup Heat
Balcombe,
Crawley (tbc)

8th April:
SCOL7 - BADO
Butterwood, Hook

28th January:
BKO Concorde
Chase
Star Posts
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From the Archives

BKO’s major event each year has been
called the Concorde Chase since 1978.
The following example details are extracted
from the various AGM and Committee
minutes that are in the club archives. The
listing below may not be 100% accurate the minutes are not always comprehensive!

The Concorde
Chase
Extract from the minutes of the 10th AGM, January
1978:
“Tony Meadows described a proposal for trophies to
be awarded at the Club’s annual badge event to be
hereafter called the Concord Chase after the source of
the money he had made available. This was approved
and the first awards would be made at the Christmas
Common event in February 1978.”

1
2
3
4

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

[Note: Tony Meadows worked for British Airways]

AGM Minutes - February 1979:
“In connection with the Concorde Chase, we would like
to thank Tony Meadows for donating some excellent
trophies”
Committee Minutes - March 1979:
“Concorde Chase ‘79: A very successful event. JH will
write to N & R Wilkins & T Thackeray extending thanks
on behalf of committee for a well organised event.
The profit from the event was £150. JH proposed that
this could in part be used to purchase further trophies
for Concorde Chase i.e. for classes for which no
trophy is yet presented.”
Committee Minutes - January 1990:
“DS reported that he had been unable to find officials
for a Badge Event. A discussion was held about the
costs of the map, the costs of running a Colour-coded
event vs a Badge Event and other possibilities of
officials. .. It was agreed to put on a well publicised
Colour-coded, with a Black course and award the
M21A trophy on the Black course and the W21 trophy
on the Brown course.
Committee minutes - November 1993:
The map of Bucklebury Common is now to hand.
3000 had been ordered but 4000 had been delivered
due to a mistake by Stirling Services. The maps had
been received ‘trimmed’ wheras they had been
ordered ‘untrimmed’ at the request of the Controller of
the Concorde Chase. Reg Parker will make further
enquiries as to how much of a problem this raises.
Chairman’s Report to AGM - February 2002:
“As you all know, 2001 was badly hit by the F&M
epidemic. BKO was fortunate in that the Concorde
Chase took place shortly before everything closed
down. … The Concorde Chase was the first event that
BKO have organised using SI”
Committee Minutes - January 2006:
National Event at Cold Ash: There have so far been
1000 entries. Everything is going well, with the sole
potential problem being the state of the entrance track.
It is hoped that the farmer would remedy this Other
options involving removable track were possible but
expensive.
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5
6
7
8
9
10

Christmas Common
Hermitage
Warren Heath
Hambledon

19-Feb
25-Feb
10-Feb
22-Mar

No Concorde Chase - JK82 in
region

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

Star Posts
Hawley and Hornley
Hermitage
Swinley ?
Bucklebury Common
Winkfield Common /
Mowbray Plantation
11 1989 Burghfield Common [After

03-Dec

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

03-Jun
03-Mar
08-Mar
24-Jan
20-Feb
19-Feb
18-Feb
16-Feb
01-Mar
14-Feb
06-Feb
04-Feb
24-Feb
?
15-Feb
06-Feb
29-Jan
28-Jan
27-Jan
25-Jan

British Champs at Star Posts]

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

32 2010
33 2011
34 2012
35
36
37
38
39
40

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

Hawley and Hornley
Star Posts
Hawley and Hornley
Swinley
Bucklebury
Lower Star Posts /Barossa
Hawley and Hornley
Burghfield Common
Bucklebury
Upper Star Posts
Hawley and Hornley
Bucklebury
Burghfield
Swinley East
Swinley
Lower Star Posts
Cold Ash
Hawley
Burghfield Common
Yateley Heath and Minley
Woods
Upper Star Posts
Barossa
Yateley Heath and Minley
Woods
Barossa
Star Posts
Cold Ash
Barossa
Hawley and Hornley
Star Posts

20-Feb
19-Feb
24-Feb
?
16-Feb
28-Feb

31-Jan
28-Jan
29-Jan
27-Jan
26-Jan
25-Jan
31-Jan
29-Jan
28-Jan

Bilbao City Race
Martin Wilson reports
The City Race Euro Tour 2017 had six
races. I usually do one each year, and
Bilbao had cheap flights and a good date
of mid-November. The promise of a forest
Middle Distance on Sat morning, a night
sprint Sat evening plus seeing the famous
Guggenheim Museum in addition to the
City Race on Sunday morning looked
good value. Nigel Hoult was also there,
having taken in the Barcelona City Race
the previous weekend, and toured other
parts of Spain mid-week.

Martin Wilson completing
the night event

On Friday evening I took a boat trip down
the river to see some of the beautiful
waterside architecture for which Bilbao is
famous. Unfortunately, by this time it was
raining, and by staying below, there was
not much to see through the windows
apart from street lights! I resolved to
repeat the trip the following day.
We knew there was a bus transfer of
almost 2 hours to the Middle event on Sat,

leaving from 0730 onwards. What we
Brits didn’t know till we got there was
that the pick-up point was 30 mins
walk from our hotels! Thus many Brits
(me included) didn’t bother with the
MD, despite having paid the entry
fee. Nigel did make the effort, but
sadly did not complete the very hilly
course: not much reward for around 5
hours door-to-door travel! Instead, I
enjoyed a full 3 hours at the
Guggenheim, which was superb,
including some very clever rounded
steel walk-through sculptures which
dislocated your sense of space,
making one feel somewhat dizzy.
Later I took the full 2-hour boat trip
and saw what the commentary had
been talking about the previous
evening. Well worth the time, they
seem to use the world’s best
architects to regenerate the dockside
areas. I did wonder where they got all
the money from.

Part of Martin’s
course at Bilbao

The night sprint was good fun in a
central park which was quite well lit. I
managed to finish a close 2nd in what
was an 11-minute race, but I would
have preferred the course to be a bit

11

longer.

At last the City Race on Sunday morning. It was well-planned, using the hilly terrain and bridges well.
Some good route choices, it was difficult to spot the best option each time. A maplet showing part of the
course is attached. 7-8
caused problems. What
Two tricky route
is the reason for the
choices?
7-8 and 19-20
red line running
through the control
circle at 8? This
completely foxed me
while trying to run hard
from 7. Also, what is
the best route from 19
to 20? [See Martin’s
answers on page 18]

I completed my course lying 2nd at that point, then walked 20
mins back to my hotel for a shower and late check-out.
Leaving my case there, I returned to the Assembly area close
by the Guggenheim to check the results, but none were being
posted. There seemed to be some on-line, but I couldn’t get
my mobile phone to find them. Thus I waited for the
presentations to see if I’d made the podium. Eventually they
began, with lots of Spanish spoken and little English, grinding
through the classes from juniors up the ages, with rock music
playing in the background all the time. Finally they reached the
UltraVets, and I thought I heard my name, though I couldn’t be
sure. I asked the presenter if my name had been called, and
yes, I had finished second. Thus I went up late to the podium,
and they had to re-take the MUV/WUV podium photo!
Nigel Hoult
completing the
Bilbao course

I can recommend Bilbao as a city destination. There’s enough
space between events to get a good look round these cities,

and a non-O
partner should
also enjoy
themselves with
the museums and
architecture.
Sadly, you need
four results to win
the overall prizes,
so it can be an
expensive hobby!
On the Podium:
The top performers in
M/W Ultravets with
Martin on the left
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London Ultrasprint
Nigel Hoult
Editor’s note: My apologies to Nigel for the late publication of this article - overlooked in error (twice!).
However the report describes a variation of the sport and is of general interest.

As time has progressed, orienteering has diversified from the classic forest events to include
urban, sprint and middle distance, all of which most of you will be familiar with. Ultrasprint is yet
another, less common, variation, which I tried for the first time at the London City Race weekend.
You can see a short video by LOK on https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=u9DmEXtypyQ&feature=youtu.be – at least one BKO member is featured briefly!
As the name suggests, the event involved courses shorter even than a sprint event, but that was
far from the only difference. There was a prologue and a final. The prologue consisted of three
courses run in any order
(the times being added
together); each was
about 1km long, with
about 25 controls and
the map scale was
1:1250 in order to show
this clearly. Part of the
courses consisted of a
man-made maze, and
an enlargement of this
at 1:625 was shown in
the corner of the map. In
contrast to the other
forms of orienteering,
there were no control
codes or descriptions
The finish showing the ‘maze’
(except for the juniors),
section around the tree
and the exact control
location was shown by a
dot in the middle of the
circle. This was essential, as controls were often very close together, for example both sides of a
tree. The tree in the picture below (in the middle of the maze) had controls on all four sides!
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On the map segment below the blue circles (or dots in the maze enlargement) represent controls
not on that course. The separation between the North lines is a mere 50m, and there are 35
controls (plus the finish) on this map segment alone! Indeed, while sitting on the bench that is the
second X from the left, I counted 28 controls within sight, and that was without looking behind
me.
With such a control density and no codes to check, a higher than normal rate of mispunching is
inevitable; therefore, mispunches incurred a 30 second penalty rather than disqualification. (If
there were too many, like skipping the entire maze to save 6 controls, then of course you would
still be disqualified.) The fences in the maze were treated as uncrossable, so reaching over/under
meant instant disqualification.
As you can see from the map, the terrain (Victoria Park in Tower Hamlets) was runnable
everywhere except for the maze, a couple of flower beds (and a football game!), so the event
was all about accuracy and map contact rather than route choice.
You had two hours to complete the prologue, but I chose to run the three courses in quick
succession (so that I would stay warmed up), as it seems did most others. I managed these with
only one mispunching penalty, although I did punch a couple of extra controls (no penalty for
these, just as in normal orienteering). Because almost every leg could be taken straight, it was
possible to estimate how fast you ran and how long you spent thinking about the next control
(see my newsletter article from 1996, http://www.hoult.me.uk/article.php); after eliminating known
mistakes, I found that my running speed decreased from 4:05/km to 4:39/km over the three
courses, but my “thinking time” improved from 8 to 4 seconds per control. I lost at least 90
seconds (probably a bit more) due to navigational errors and penalties, without which I would
have been a good few places higher up the results. Nevertheless, finishing 22nd of 64 supervets
(in my last year in that category) was pretty satisfactory.
Which control - N, S, E or W?

For the finals, some controls were moved and the maze was altered. There was a class final for
the first four in each class (starting together and running gaffled courses), followed by a mass
final over the same courses for everyone else. With starts on each gaffle every 15 seconds for
the mass final it was quite a spectacle, with runners heading in all directions. There were butterfly
loops, so some controls were extremely busy with queues to punch, and therefore mass final was
treated more as a bit of fun than a serious race.
Being someone who’s stronger at running than navigation (so normally best on long legs), I
wasn’t sure what I’d make of this type of orienteering, but I fact I thoroughly enjoyed it. With 108
controls over the prologue and final, it certainly helped me improve my punching technique.
Another nice feature was that, because the whole area was TD2/3, all classes from junior to
ultravet ran the same courses (the prologues were different for men and women, but I think this
was just to handle the numbers). This gave the opportunity to compare your run against people
you wouldn’t normally race against. If you get the chance to try one of these events, give it a go!
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Sylvester5 Event
Chocolate, beer and frites – where else but Belgium? Martin Wilson reports
OK, a 5-day event in Belgium from 26-30th December won’t be everyone’s idea of a
good Christmas, but hear me out. The Sylvester5 event has been held each year for the past 30 years, it is
extremely well run with an informal almost family feel, around 400 competitors, with four days in Belgium
and one in the Netherlands. Distances between events are small, courses are quite short, easy to run up a
class if you wish, forests are flat and (generally) runnable, similar to our southern Army terrain, and it
makes excellent race practice at a time of year when there are few serious events around.
The structure is similar to the Scottish
6 Days, each day run by a different
club using identical start processes
and layouts. The scoring system is the
same as the old S6D method of 1,000
points for the class winner, and others
getting a % of that dependent on time
behind the winner. Thus WT of 40
mins and you take 50 mins gives you
40/50 * 1,000 = 800 pts. Best 4 scores
to count, giving helpers a chance to
compete and count on just 4 days.
They even use EMIT, so we should
feel quite at home.
This was the third year in a row I’ve
been, and perhaps this was the best.
I’d won a CompassSport competition
for a free entry (saving me Eu40, quite nice). This time, I flew to Amsterdam airport to meet up with some
other orienteers. Parking at Heathrow for 6 days cost me more than the flight, but still less than a taxi from
Crowthorne on Christmas Day! By 4 pm, we were all snug in our accommodation, ready for action the next
day after our Christmas pudding.
Day 1 you register and pay your entry fees. Amazingly, in the goodies bag was a professional flyer
advertising Sylvester 2018, complete with forest locations shown for all 5 days. Excellent repeat
promotion! Weather-wise, you have to be prepared for any mixture; this year was mainly grey and cold:
you need to take all options of clothing. The event centre each day is usually a community centre or sports
hall, normally with a bar serving beer, frites, coffee and cakes, so you’re always warm, dry, full and
hydrated before setting out. Starts are usually 1-2 km walk, quite long to reach the forest, and of course, in
your anxiety not to be late you’re always there too early, and spend 30 minutes getting cold: sounds
familiar?
I’d entered H65 to give
me more time in the
forest, class size was
36. One of the intrigues
of multi-day events
abroad is that you have
no clue how well you’re
going to do. Just two
other Brits in my class, it
was mainly Belgian
runners with local
knowledge and
experience in this type
of terrain. Or would one
of the single Swiss/
Swede/Dane/Czech/
German runners be the
dark horse? Only time
would tell, can’t set any
expectations. Our class
was racing the same
course as the D14
class, usually very quick
though variable runners,

Day 3: the best yet....
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and one of them was a Swiss D12.

Day 1 was fast with intricate areas of low contours, hard to get right at 2.5m contour intervals on the map.
To us it’s just a bump; to them it’s a spur or a knoll. Weak compass work on a very long 1st leg, and being
drawn off course by a different control on another leg cost me time, but overall the run was OK for a first
day. Got 5th place, pleased with that, but the front runners definitely had pace on me.
Day 2 was Middle Distance in a very green area at 1:7500, lots of small contours again. My QuickRoute
plot shows me running ‘amber’ not ‘green’ for much of the race. After constant changes in direction at a
succession of controls, my brain finally got one exit wrong, so a muddled leg followed, costing time. But
otherwise I was on target, and despite some praying while compassing through the green bits, controls
tended to come up on target. Got 5th=, now 6th overall.
Day 3 was the best and most technical forest, with a significant network of trenches, hard to get right at
speed. Two early mistakes, felt this was not going to be my day, but ran much better through the trench
area. Had best split on each leg from 6-10, kept up the hard work, spoiled only at 13 where the mapped
small depression was very hidden on the ground, actually a large and quite deep bomb-hole with the flag
at the bottom. A bit unfair, I thought. Legs felt strong though, and I kept going hard to the finish. Got 3rd
place, despite the errors, it looked like others had fared worse. The young Swiss D12, who had shown
great speed on other days, finished well down on this day. As one of my companions commented:
“perhaps she wasn’t tall enough to see out
of the trenches”! MW now lying 3rd overall.
Day 4 was a complete change, the Dutch
day was a full urban course in a lovely
suburb with intricate alleyways. Meat and
drink for we Bracknell aficionados! It was
bitterly cold, with a biting wind and spells of
rain. Wore a cagoule, determined to keep
my glasses dry and not run too fast, just
read the map as best I could and ensure I
checked every control code and my EMIT
register. Managed the complete course
without any error till the final leg, then
excelled myself with a very poor leg, losing
my 30 secs lead, finishing 2nd about 30
secs behind the winner. What a plonker!
Now still lying 3rd overall, but several good
runners had a DNS due to helping, and this
would all unravel on the final day.
Day 5 was a rather poor forest, very green,
in small blocks, and a course that looked
about TD3+ standard. Found myself running
quite fast on the early tracks, so decided to
Day 4: impossible to
keep the pace high, and run ‘on the edge’, almost too fast. I just managed to
get 17-18 wrong....
stay in control throughout as legs were short. Belgian ‘green’ is very variable,
can be crossed sometimes, you have to keep an eye on it. I made some good splits by going direct where
I could, and stayed on course all the way to the finish for a very clean run. Got 1st= alongside a very fast
runner who was 100 secs up on me after 6 controls, but he seeped time on later legs, and for once my
consistency hauled me back, my final 2 sec faster run-in brought me level with him. Overall I’d achieved
3rd place, just six points behind the second placed runner. Drat that stupid Day 4 error!
I can recommend Sylvester5 for any keen orienteers. It’s enjoyable, fast, technical enough to be
frustrating, but doesn’t need to be taken too seriously. As always, you try your best, and the result is what
you get. And the best bit....? You get to come home on the 30th, fit and ready to ‘Run The Campus’ at
Whiteknights the next day! The event website is www.sylvester5.be, though expect fairly minimal details.

Travel tips: Apartments in many towns can be booked via Booking.com. They will take any length of stay
(unlike UK Xmas rentals) - just make sure it has a washing machine! Best travel is to drive to Ebbsfleet
(Dartford) early on Xmas Eve, 0915 Eurostar to Brussels Gare du Midi, collect hire car there, drive 1-2
hours to accommodation, shops still open for stocking up. Take your satnav, pre-programmed with destinations for apartment and each day’s event centre. On last day, run then reverse the route taking 1530
Eurostar back to Ebbsfleet and home by 6 pm UK time, then into a long hot bath. Bliss!
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Staging an event - Reflections on ‘Race the Campus’
This report is to give you, as a BKO member a ‘ peek behind the curtain’ at what happened to make the
‘Race the Campus’ Whiteknights event on New Years’ Eve happen ! The report takes the form of a
discussion with Eoin Sharkey (ES), Event Organiser, and Mark Saunders (MS), Event Planner.
Q : What are some key things you do in your role, and when do they happen ?
ES : As Organiser, I have 3 key tasks to do in advance of the event.
• Liaise with landowner and
ensure we have
appropriate permissions
A good turnout led to a short
for the event. At
queue at registration
Whiteknights I was doing
that from 6 – 3 weeks in
advance of the event. The
personnel at the University
of Reading were very
helpful, supportive of the
event and in general a
pleasure to deal with.
• Prepare a risk
assessment, in
consultation with the
Planner, to ensure we
consider all the factors
which might cause a
problem for our
competitors or other people. This started about 4 weeks before the event, and was kept under review.
As is usual the Risk Assessment was formally signed off by an experienced orienteer, at Whiteknights
2017, this was Mark Foxwell.
• Issue the call for helpers; even a Level D event like this needs 12 – 15 people on the Helpers Roster,
doing everything from specialized tasks (logging people on the results computer system), running the
‘Start’, to more everyday jobs like putting up tents, managing flow of traffic and so on. Thankfully the
response at Whiteknights was great, we had plenty of helpers signed up and allocated to various tasks,
and then more pitched-in ‘on the day’ when we get somewhat overwhelmed by the level of competitors
who turned up.
I will also be working with the Planner (Mark Saunders for WK 2017), who will usually have started
working on the courses maybe 8 or so weeks ahead of the event. In turn the Planner will be working with
the Mapper (David Jukes for WK 2017). The Mapper will make sure the
base map accurately reflects the terrain as it stands. This will often have
started many weeks or months before the event. For Whiteknights campus,
the continuous programme of building works makes keeping the map up to
date a challenge. A key milestone for the Planner & Mapper is sending the
maps with courses to our printer, BML, based in Southampton. Fow
WK2017, this happened around 2 weeks before the event a bit sooner than
usual, as we wanted to get it done in good time before the Christmas
One of the new features on the campus
used as the final control on all 3 courses.
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holiday.

Q : What do you do on the day, as part of your role ?
MS : As Planner, my role on the day of the event starts very early, placing all the controls accurately
according to the map ….. and of course bringing all the maps/control descriptions from the printer. Once
all of that is done, I’ll help out as needed, and also try to gauge feedback from runners about the
courses.
ES : As Organiser I will turn up with a car-load of kit about an hour before the Event officially opens. Meet
early crew of helpers and make a start on getting signage out, tents up and desks in place for
Registration and Results teams. At Whiteknights we didn’t need the tents, as we had a room the
Pavillion (luxury), but had to re-arrange the furniture.
My next task will be liaising with the Planner, to confirm the
course has been set out and is ready for competitors.
Fortunately, this all went smoothly at WK2017, and we were
able to open the course early. Then it is a question of ensuring
everything is running safely and smoothly, and dealing with
issues if, and when they arise.
Q : What is the best part of your role ? ….and the worst ?
ES: As Organiser – the best part is when the event is over and
has gone safely (priority !) and been enjoyable (next priority) for
all concerned (competitors, helpers, landowners, other users of
the space..). I am also continually impressed by the problemsolving, can-do attitude of the Helper team, who actually do all
the work ‘on the day’. Worst part is I spend a lot of time
worrying about ‘things that could go wrong’ – usually they
don’t !
Q : Why did so many people turn up at Whiteknights 2017
ES: 221 people/groups started at WK2017, an increase of about
67% on the 132 at WK 2016, and well above usual ‘Saturday/
Level D’ number. There are a number of reasons I believe for
this:
• Event was on a Sunday (compared with Saturday in 2016)
• Event was in a venue known both to serious orienteers and to
non-orienteers (Whiteknights campus is also a very popular
park in the Reading area).
• The weather was very kind.
• We had promoted the event through our existing Facebook page.

Job done! Eoin Sharkey has
time to relax as the event
close nears.

Q : Can you tell me some more about the Facebook promotion
ES: The initial prompting came from Mark Saunders, Planner. Mark had already worked with David Jukes
(who as well as being Mapper for this event also runs the BKO Facebook page) to set up a Facebook
event page. Next, we got some great advice from Mike Shires of TVOC, who has used promotion for
some time.
With Mike’s advice, and a small budget (£22:50 !), it took only about an hour to set up a promotion
which ran for a week from 22 – 29 Dec targeting people in Reading area who were either interesting in
running or had an association with University of Reading. The results in terms of Facebook engagement
seem encouraging. We had anecdotal feedback that at least some of the people attending WK2017

See Page 12 First: Martin’s answers to Bilbao race queries:
The red line at 8 is actually one of two lines which are attempting to show an underpass under the
bridge. The second line is to the L, but almost hidden alongside a stretch of wall. The lines are meant to
be bracket-shaped, like this: ) (. But here they are straight, making it very hard to understand what is going on – especially at speed! I lost time here.
The best route for 19-20 is probably N under the bridge, then climb the steps up by the red line, then W
along the pavements all the way to 20. With all those red lines around, I think most people didn’t spot
that route, including me, and ran round by 7 then up the hill.
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were there because of seeing the post on Facebook.
I’ve written up in more detail what was done, and this
can be shared with other interested club members.
Q : Do you have to do anything after the event
ES: As Organiser, once the kit is safely packed up and
returned, I breathe a sigh of relief. However there are
still some things to be done ! Liaising with Brian Sewell
who does a terrific job on getting results consolidated
and published to the BKO website is one task. Also
checking-in with the University of Reading to make sure
there are no issues from their side is important. We
want to ensure we keep good relations with the
landowner – we hope to go back to this beautiful venue
in the future.
I know that Mark, as Planner was very interested in
hearing feedback on the courses, in particular checking
the route choices made via RouteGadget entries is a
helpful learning tool, for improving future practice.

Richard Rae
checks his map

Eoin’s Facebook banner
used to promote the event

Part of the varied campus - a small garden
at the back of Old Whiteknights House
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Heading for the ‘Alien Laboratory’?
Officially it is the Allen Laboratory
with a convenient building niche for a
control

Race the Campus
New Year’s Eve 2017
Whiteknights Campus
University of Reading

Brian Burt and Martin Wilson in a
sprint to reach the finish first
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